Hello WetFlame Visitors!

WetFlame is a small, independently owned company based out of Baltimore, MD. Originally founded and based out of Jacksonville, FL, the company moved to Baltimore in 2014 to help streamline our customer service, shipping, and product development operations. Our priority is our customers, and we strive to provide the highest quality electronic cigarette products and premium e-liquids to our customers on a daily basis. We are continually searching for better performing hardware and looking for ways to improve and expand our premium e-liquid lines, so please keep that in mind as we work with our manufacturers and suppliers to provide the best possible products to our customers.

Many of our clients use the electronic cigarette as a smoke-free alternative to traditional cigarettes, with no intention to end their nicotine consumption. This is what electronic cigarettes were originally designed for, however, many other customers that have used electronic cigarettes are able to slowly reduce their nicotine consumption by gradually scaling down from our Full Strength nicotine to Zero nicotine. It is important to note that the electronic cigarette is not an approved method by the FDA to be called a smoking cessation device and we do not market it as such. Although many of our customers have had success reducing their dependence on traditional tobacco cigarettes, we at WetFlame want to be clear that these devices are meant to be a smoking alternative to traditional cigarettes.

We would love to hear your feedback, so if you have any suggestions for future products and would like to see a new flavor for e-liquid, let us know, we'd love to hear from you!

If you have any questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,

The Team at WetFlame

"Lose the Lighter, Use a WetFlame!"
Why Choose a WetFlame?

The WetFlame Break Down

- WetFlame uses only a few chemicals compared to the 4000+ used in tobacco
- WetFlame doesn’t have a foul smell
- **WetFlame doesn’t emit harmful secondhand smoke**
- **WetFlame is significantly less expensive than tobacco**
- WetFlame can be used in places where smoking has been banned
- WetFlame has super fast shipping
- WetFlame has a top rated customer service department
- WetFlame is based in the USA

Here at WetFlame E-Cigs we pride ourselves on being the best electronic cigarette in the ecig industry. There are a ton of electronic cigarette providers out there that all have various claims to being number one or the best electronic cigarette around but only WetFlame works to the bone on a daily basis to prove we are the best through quality products, super fast shipping, and top notch customer service.

WetFlame can help you to become an instant new-age vapor using sophisticated vaporization technology which prevents many of the negative aspects to smoking traditional cigarettes like smell, second hand smoke, and harmful chemicals found in cigarettes. Since the electronic cigarette doesn’t have the insane amount of chemicals in it like a traditional tobacco cigarette it is believed that electronic cigarettes can be safer smoking alternative. However, the FDA requires extensive amounts of studies and proof before this can be held as a fact and WetFlame cannot make any factual claims to being a healthier smoking alternative until this happens. Tobacco cigarettes contain well over 4000 chemicals and kill over 600,000 people in the United States alone every year. Electronic cigarettes have only a handful of chemicals such as; nicotine, PG or VG (what makes the nicotine vaporize), and additives for flavoring none of which are known carcinogens (cancer causing agents).

So now that we have discussed some of the health factors and other benefits to e-cigs you may be wondering about how high the cost of electronic cigarettes may be. Typically the average smoker probably goes through a whole pack of cigarettes in a day or close to it. In Florida, where WetFlame is based out of, the average pack of cigarettes run about $7 which is significantly lower than up north where some states pay over $15 for a single pack. Factor that cost over 30 days and we are at around $210, and remember that’s the lower end of the scale. For a new person using an electronic cigarette the first thing needed to be purchased would be the starter kit which contains the equipment needed that you don’t buy over and over such as the chargers, batteries, etc. Starter Kit prices vary depending on what they include and the quality of the product. The cartridges, if not filling your own which is even cheaper, average about $3 a piece and are equivalent to an entire pack of cigarettes. With a ball park kit price, which includes several cartridges as well, and using the average cost of a cartomizer you are still way under that $210 monthly cost from tobacco cigarettes that we factored above. After the initial kit is purchase you generally will be spending even way less than that on a monthly basis cutting that low end tobacco cost by over half! You can save thousands of dollars every single year by switching to electronic cigarettes.

On top of all that, WetFlame Electronic Cigarettes can be used in almost any establishment and is becoming widely recognized in bars, clubs, and other typical smoking spots all over the United States. WetFlame electronic cigarettes have been used in doctor offices, hospitals, poker rooms, casinos, office buildings, shopping malls, grocery stores, coffee shops, retail outlets, and even airplanes. Some airplanes have started disallowing the use of electronic cigarettes but that is understandable when you think about the fact you can’t even carry on nail files and other little objects that they ban.

We at WetFlame we pride ourselves on the quality of our product and hold it to the highest standard. With over a year in development
"I'm not really sure if this is the proper place to send this but I just wanted to drop your team a line to let you know how pleased I am with your products. The Nova 2.0 is a real nice E-Cig. Even for a novice vaper, the learning curve is short and sweet. Also your E-Liquid is top notch. Love the new Ecco Chiller. The Tobacco is amazing. Your shipping speed is also superb. I don't know how you do it but thank you, it is much appreciated. Keep up the good work. You obviously care about putting out a high quality and affordable product and it shows.

- Travis. Jamestown, NY"

"Hello,

I purchased your electronic cigarettes 3 weeks ago and I just wanted to say how blown away with this product I am! The money I have saved alone is something to be happy about in itself. My wife is a non smoker and she would complain all the time about how I stink and how she did not even want me to sit next to her after having a cigarette. I actually had to take a quick shower everytime I wanted to have a cigarette if I was going to be around her because of how bad it bothered her. Since I picked up the WetFlame ecig I have not touched any cigarettes going on 2 weeks now, which amazes me since I have smoked for 23 years now never going even one day without one. So I just wanted to let you guys know this really helped out my finances as well as my marriage. Thank you so much for this life changing experience I will be a customer for life!

- Steven L. Atlanta, GA"

"I'm writing you to let you know your product has really helped me. Now I can smoke at work without leaving my desk and that means my manager won't complain anymore about my multiple smoke breaks. I used to get up every hour on the hour to head outside to suck one down real quick. It got to the point where I was not even smoking for enjoyment but just a quick nicotine fix. In doing this it made my lungs hurt and I started hacking up all kinds of nasty stuff. My production has increased meaning more money in my pocket as well as saving money from buying cigarettes. Thanks WetFlame!

- Henry T. Traverse, MI"

"Holy cow I flipping LOVE this thing!! I was in the mall using my WetFlame and had like 4 pretty girls walk right up to me and asked what the heck I was doing! It was an..."
outstanding tool for picking up a conversation because everyone wants to know what it is! I ended up getting a girls number and everything! Not to mention how much better I smell because of it isn’t hurting my social life either. You guys need to call this the social-cig because it attracted a ton of attention!
- Matthew B. St Augustine, FL

To whom ever created this incredible e-cig.
I want to start by saying that I am not new to using electronic cigarettes and have been vaping for almost 2 years now. I have tried.... (Brand names censored by WetFlame for legal reasons) and could not figure out why these companies became so popular. The vapor production was crap, everything broke constantly and their customer service staffs always seemed rude and condescending. Just as I was about to give up on electronic cigarettes I found WetFlame and told myself I would give it one last try. WetFlame is highest quality, durable, tasty, powerful, and easiest electronic cigarette I have ever used. Wanted to let you know my friends and love your design and style and are very impressed on the amount of vapor it produces. I have already converted 3 of my fellow vaping friends to you guys and they are as happy as I am. Good to see a new player on the block customer in mind ensuring they are about quality instead of quantity, please keep em coming! Looking forward to see what else you have in store for your fans in the future!
- Richard J. Denver, CO